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Master 100 Classic Rock Guitar Licks & Learn the Language of the 20 Greatest Rock Guitar
Players Play in the style of the 20 greatest classic rock guitarists.Master 5 genre-defining guitar
licks for each player.Combine and personalize vocabulary into your own unique style.Get
creative jamming over 20 original backing tracks.Learn two complete classic rock guitar solos
and develop your own musical language.Discover extensive biographies and essential
discographies for every player. 100 Classic Rock Licks for Guitar Are you struggling to learn the
language of classic rock guitar?Want to combine rock guitar licks into meaningful, personalized
solos?Do you need a complete theoretical and technical breakdown of rock guitar soloing?Do
you want develop a never ending arsenal of authentic rock guitar licks? 100 Classic Rock Licks
for Guitar goes way beyond every other ‘boring’ lick book, and teaches you 100 essential rock
guitar licks in the style of the world’s 20 greatest rock guitarists…. Here’s What You Get: 100
classic rock guitar licks that teach the language of 20 guitar legends.Playing advice and a
breakdown of every lick, from fingering to performance notes.Two solo studies that teach you to
combine licks into musical phrases, unique to your own musical voice.20 Backing tracks to make
the music come alive while you develop your chops.Perfectly notated examples with tab and
studio-quality audio to download for free. Bonus One: Essential discography for every
player.Bonus Two: Tips on phrasing, articulation and how to make each lick your own.Go Way
Beyond “Traditional” Guitar Lick Books100 Classic Rock Licks for Guitar is different to every
other guitar lick book available. It’s not simply a cold list of licks, it is a breakdown of the playing
styles of the world’s most important rock guitarists. You won’t just copy lines verbatim, you’ll
internalize the language of the rock guitar masters and incorporate it into your everyday
playing.Along with extensive biographies and equipment advice, the musical style and language
of the 20 greatest rock guitar players is discussed and analyzed, with 5 defining, “in the style of”
licks for each legend broken down note by note. You will learn guitar licks in the style of: Jimmy
Page | Angus Young | David Gilmour | Billy Gibbons | Brian May | Keith Richards | Carlos
Santana | Tomi Iommi | Ritchie Blackmore| Duane Allman | Paul Kossoff | Jeff Beck | Lindsey
Buckingham | Michael Schenker | Joe Walsh | Eric Clapton | Jimi Hendrix | Peter Green | Gary
Moore | Tom Scholz | As well as discovering 100 musical rock guitar licks, you’ll also master two
complete guitar solos created from licks in the book that you can play over the accompanying
backing tracks.Hear it! Learning classic rock guitar licks from paper is one thing, but once you
hear how to apply them, they become music. 100 Classic Rock Licks for Guitar contains over
100 supporting audio examples and 20 backing tracks to help you get inside the music and
quickly apply each lick in any real musical situation. Buy it now to bring the authentic language of
the classic rock guitar legends into your playing.
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ReadingAbout Pete SklaroffIntroduction“In the Style of…?” What does that mean?!To write this
book we immersed ourselves totally in the music of each of the artists covered, and spent hours
listening to hundreds of tracks. While these one hundred licks are not transcribed directly from
the records, they’re about as stylistically accurate as we can make them. Each of the five licks for
every artist is designed to encapsulate their approach to soloing in a couple of bars.The idea is
that an Angus Young (for example) lick in this book should make you say “Ahhh! Yep, that’s
Angus alright!”Of course, it is impossible to encapsulate a player in just five phrases. The
musicians featured here are all incredibly talented, complex individuals with great vocabulary
and depth. A whole book could be devoted to each one... Maybe one day we will all be able to
do that.The phrases presented here are a starting point for your exploration of each guitarist. If
you work through all the examples in this book and practice them properly, you’ll build a
devastating arsenal of rock vocabulary and be well on your way to developing your own style.
Just like language, you develop your own vocabulary by studying the words of others.You may
have bought this book as a shortcut to playing rock lead guitar. We are confident it will help you,
especially with the stylistic aspects of each player. Most rock vocabulary is Pentatonic based,
but the way each guitarist makes each phrase personal and unique is probably the biggest
insight this book can give you.The best practice you can do is to transcribe the solos of your
favourite artists. Turn off the cell phone, close Facebook and just sit with your guitar figuring out
the licks you love. Just like mimicking your parents’ language, you’ll gradually develop a
vocabulary of your own in the style you love.When transcribing (and when studying this book),
cherry-pick the lines that jump out at you and master them note by note, just like you did as a
baby when figuring out how to make your first sounds.Finally, please download the audio for the
book. Reading music off paper is one thing, but you really need to hear each lick to get a feel for
how it’s played. Rock is all about feel, and while the notation will show you the notes, the audio
will give you the all-important phrasing and nuance. Instructions for getting the audio for free are
on the next page.Above all, have fun exploring the music of these incredible rock guitarists.
Apply everything musically and focus on learning only what you enjoy hearing.We had a huge



amount of fun putting this book together. I hope it’s equally as enjoyable to learn from and
provides a unique insight into the music of the guitarists you love.Good Luck!Joseph and
PeteGet the AudioThe audio files for this book are available to download for free from . The link
is in the top right-hand corner. Simply select this book title from the drop-down menu and follow
the instructions to get the audio.We recommend that you first download the files directly to your
computer, not to your tablet, and extract them there before adding them to your media library.
You can then put them on your tablet, iPod or burn them to CD. On the download page there is a
help PDF, and we also provide technical support via the contact form.Kindle / eReadersTo get
the most out of this book, remember that you can double tap any image to enlarge it. Turn off
column viewing and hold your Kindle in landscape mode.Get your audio now for free:It makes
the book come alive, and you’ll learn much more!If you have a problem, please get in touch
before writing a negative review. There’s an email address at the end of this book.The very few
negative reviews we receive are normally based around audio/technical issues that we can solve
quickly for you. It’s really frustrating to get a bad review on Ebook Tops for something we can
easily help with.How to Use this BookMy advice is to pick your favourite guitarist and dive right
into their licks. Pay attention the chords that each lick is played over as they have a profound
effect on the feeling of the melody. Once you have a basic grasp of the lick, play it along with the
accompanying backing track to get a feel for the idea (even if you have to play it at 1/4 speed),
before isolating it once again to bring it up to speed with a metronome.When you’re confident,
try playing the line in different ways. You can begin the lick at different points in the bar and
experiment with different phrasing. How about sliding instead of bending?... Or playing hammer-
ons instead of picking? How can you make each lick your own?Finally, use each lick as a basis
for your own solos. Learn to develop the lick by changing notes, placement, phrasing, extending,
contracting… there are hundreds of ways to alter a musical phrase so trust your ears and have
fun - It’s impossible to make a mistake! Treat each lick as a seed of a rock solo and see where it
takes you.My book, goes into great depth about all these concepts and more. It teaches you how
to develop a personal musical language with soul and great phrasing. You’ll learn all about
placement and displacement and I recommend it as an ideal companion to this book.Many early
rock licks are formed with notes from the Minor Pentatonic scale, whereas many later rock licks
are based around particular modes of the Major scale, such as Aeolian, Dorian and Mixolydian.
If these ideas are new to you, don’t worry, there is no need to understand the theory to make
music, but for some background reading you may wish to check out my books , , and .Some of
the licks by more speedy players like Richie Blackmore, Michael Schenker and Tom Scholz are
technically demanding as they are played quickly and include many fast note subdivisions. If
these licks are too quick for you right now don’t worry because playing them to tempo is a long-
term goal.There is always plenty to learn from any lick, even if you just take a small part of it and
play it at a slower speed. You’ll find that the shapes used, and the general vibe of the line will be
much more useful to you than working for months to perfect one lick at full tempo.If you need to
increase your speed, or any other aspect of your guitar technique, I highly recommend our best-



selling books , and .Jimmy PageBorn James Patrick Page in 1944, Jimmy Page is an English
musician most widely known as the lead guitarist and principal song writer of the legendary rock
group Led Zeppelin. From 1968 through to 1980, Page created some of hard rock’s greatest
songs, such as Whole Lotta Love, Stairway to Heaven, Kashmir, and Black Dog.Much of
Zeppelin’s enormous appeal was based around Page’s uncanny ability to weave elements from
many different musical genres into the blues-based hard rock sound the group became famous
for. It is no exaggeration to say that he has influenced generations of rock guitarists, both in
terms of his playing style and highly creative songwriting/arranging. Even his stage presence
and mannerisms have become much copied. Any contemporary guitar player wielding a low-
slung Gibson Les Paul guitar and playing in front of a stack of Marshall amplifiers immediately
conjures up an image of Page in Zeppelin’s 1970s heyday.Page began playing guitar in his early
teens, and after a brief period at college studying Art, he eventually devoted himself to music full-
time. By the early-mid 1960s he’d become a respected London session guitarist and this
intensive period of studio work helped Page develop many of the playing and arranging skills he
later used with Led Zeppelin.While still playing sessions, Page became a member of the
acclaimed English rock group The Yardbirds initially playing bass before switching to dual lead
guitar alongside fellow guitarist Jeff Beck. One of the final incarnations of this group (called The
New Yardbirds) included singer Robert Plant and drummer John Bonham and became the
fledgling Led Zeppelin.Led Zeppelin fulfilled Page’s vision of an improvisation-based group that
drew influences from blues, rock, and traditional folk music. They became hugely successful
with multiple record-breaking tours, and album sales that eclipsed many other groups in the
1970s. Their meteoric success was tragically cut short with the sudden death of drummer John
Bonham in 1980. Page, however remained active musically in subsequent decades and
collaborated with many well-known musicians in his post-Zeppelin years. He also reunited Led
Zeppelin for a charity concert in 2007 which featured Jason Bonham filling in for his late father
on drums. Outside of music, Jimmy Page was awarded an OBE in 2005 for his services to
charity in Brazil.Page’s distinctive electric guitar style draws on many musical influences,
although his lead guitar playing is most influenced by early electric blues guitarists and rock and
roll players. He favours Pentatonic and Blues scales primarily, while occasionally interweaving
them with more exotic modal scales and altered tunings. He regularly employs rapid Pentatonic
scale sequences for dramatic effect and possesses a distinct individual technique for string
bending alongside his trademark fast vibrato.Jimmy Page is most commonly associated with the
Gibson Les Paul Standard guitar which remains his first choice for live work, although some of
his early recordings with Led Zeppelin featured him playing a vintage Fender Telecaster (bought
from Jeff Beck) through a Supro amplifier. Surprisingly to some, his famous solo on Zeppelin’s
Stairway to Heaven was actually played with this guitar.On many occasions during the 1970s he
used a violin bow in concert to create ethereal effects on the guitar. In the studio, he often uses
small, low-wattage amplifiers to create his distinctive guitar tones, but generally uses higher-
wattage Marshall amplifiers for live work. His use of guitar effects is also worthy of note and has



made innovative use of tape delays and phase shifters on several of the Zeppelin
albums.Suggested Listening:Led Zeppelin – Led Zeppelin ILed Zeppelin – Led Zeppelin IILed
Zeppelin – Led Zeppelin IVLed Zeppelin – PresenceThe first Jimmy Page lick consists of a
repeating triplet phrase based around the A Minor Pentatonic scale. This common pattern
occurs in the playing of many rock guitarists and you should definitely spend time getting it
under your fingers. If possible, use your third finger to play each G note (8th fret) on the B string
and use your first finger as a mini-barre across the top two strings.Notice that the notes on the
second string are played as pull-offs to help facilitate speed and fluidity. The line finishes with
more pull-offs before a final bend is played with plenty of vibrato.Example 1a:In example 1b, a
slow bluesy bend leads into a descending 1/16th note phrase moving rapidly down the A Minor
Pentatonic scale. Jimmy Page would favour his third and first fingers to play all the notes in bar
one.The first half of the lick actually ends on F (8th fret, A string), a note outside of the
Pentatonic scale and is the root of the F major chord. This helps the lick follow the underlying
chord changes. Remember to add vibrato to the indicated notes as well.Example 1b:The next
lick features a fast, repetitive pull-off phrase in bar two that displaces across the beat. Ignoring
the first note (E) on the 5th fret, the line starts on beat 2 with a C (8th fret). The three-note pull off
idea is played as 1/16th notes (groups of four) causing the first note of each sequence to move
forwards by a 1/16th note on each repetition.Definitely one to practice slowly with a metronome,
this line is a great insight into how Jimmy Page makes faster licks less predictable and
exciting.Example 1c:Example 1d is an awkward looking, yet very effective line based around a
1/16th-note pattern that’s typical of Page’s phrasing. It is again based around the A Minor
Pentatonic scale (this time played at the 12th position) and is played primarily with the first and
third finger.Pay particular attention to the vibrato on the longer notes.Example 1d:The final
Jimmy Page lick may challenge you a little more with its combined 1/16th note and 1/8th-note
phrasing and position shifting. Learn it by breaking the lick down into two-beat phrases and play
to a metronome.To manage the position shift halfway through bar one, slide into the 9th fret on
the third string with your second finger. Watch out also for the final part of the lick in bar two,
where you need a quick string skip from the 7th fret on the D string up to the bend on the 8th fret
to finish the line just before beat 3.Example 1e:Angus YoungAngus McKinnon Young was born in
1955 in Glasgow, Scotland and migrated to Sydney, Australia in 1963 with most of his family
(including his older brothers Malcolm and George). He began playing by using a re-strung banjo
and then later a second-hand acoustic guitar. After dropping out of high school at the age of 15,
he began his musical career by forming his own bands. After limited success with these groups,
Young formed the rock group AC/DC with his brother Malcolm on rhythm guitar. The name AC/
DC was apparently taken from a label on the back of his sister’s sewing machine.AC/DC
released their first album High Voltage in 1975 and over the next few years became increasingly
popular, particularly in Australia. Young also began dressing in his trademark schoolboy uniform
at the suggestion of his sister.The group’s 1979 album Highway to Hell brought them much
international success, however, the sudden death of singer Bon Scott from alcohol poisoning not



long after the album’s release cast a long shadow over the band’s future until a replacement was
found in singer Brian Johnson. After a period of only around five months, AC/DC recorded Back
in Black as a tribute to Bon Scott and it rapidly became one of their biggest selling
recordings.Despite the success of Back in Black, the band saw a period of commercial decline
with later albums, and it wasn’t until The Razor’s Edge in 1990 that they returned to the level of
success they had enjoyed with the earlier albums. The group recorded two more albums before
taking an eight-year hiatus from recording. Their eventual come-back record Black Ice was
hugely successful and returned them to the international spotlight.In recent years, the band has
been affected by members leaving due to ill health. While Angus Young remains with the group,
both Malcolm Young and Brian Johnson retired because of health issues. Former Guns’n’Roses
singer Axl Rose replaced Johnson for the 2017 tour.Angus Young’s guitar playing has always
been the central musical attraction in AC/DC, and outside of his energetic live performances,
hard rock fans universally acclaim his raw blues-rock guitar approach. Favouring Blues and
Pentatonic sales primarily, he makes frequent use of single and unison string bends and a fast,
wide-pitched vibrato along with many double-stops.Young is best known for his long-term use of
Gibson SG guitars and Marshall amplifiers, most commonly played through 4x12 cabinets with
Celestion speakers. His sound isn’t especially overdriven in comparison with other hard rock
guitarists and he maintains considerable clarity while sounding aggressive and exciting. His tone
is rarely augmented with any obvious effects, although he does use a wireless system on stage
that allows him to move around without the hindrance of a guitar cable.Suggested Listening:AC/
DC – Back in BlackAC/DC – Highway to HellAC/DC – The Razor’s EdgeAC/DC – Black IceI can’t
stress enough that the way a lick looks on paper doesn’t do justice to how it should be played. If
you’ve not downloaded the audio yet, go and do it now as this lick is a case in point, and
anything by Angus Young really needs to be heard before it is played.Phrased slightly behind the
beat, this line uses the E Minor Pentatonic scale and a series of bends to create an aggressive,
blues-based statement.Look out for the pinched harmonic (P.H.) in bar one on the second bend
– try to get a little flesh of the thumb to hit the string at the same time as the pick to create this
effect. The bend and hold in bar two may take a little practice as well. Bend up from the 15th fret
on the second string with the third finger and reach out with your pinky to hit the 15th fret on the
high E. Add as much vibrato as possible.Example 2a:Example 2b demonstrates how Angus
often uses short, fast flurries of notes interspersed with longer held notes (plus lots of vibrato) to
create interesting phrasing and dynamics. Notice how the first phrase is delayed by a beat... it
makes you wait and draws you in. There’s nothing too technically demanding here, but watch out
for the subtle blues curl (1/4 tone bend) in bar two, which is essential for achieving an authentic
Angus Young sound.Example 2b:There’s no need to go all out on every lick; sometimes space
and melodic note choice is exactly what the audience needs to hear. In this example, the C# (bar
two, beat 1) is perhaps unusual but not unexpected in the descending scale (E Dorian) line. The
pinched harmonics with wide vibrato (are you sensing a theme here?!) create a hard rock edge,
as does the E Minor Pentatonic phrase in bar three.Notice how the rhythms in bars two and



three are unpredictable to keep you engaged.Example 2c:The lead-in to this next lick really
helps to pull you through the entire line. Again, lots of accurate bending creates a vocal-
sounding phrase. Watch out for the quick up and down movement on the first bend in bar two;
use your third finger to keep your fourth finger free for the high E string notes.The off-beat
double-stops in bar two (second full bar) add texture and rhythmic contrast to the soaring blues
bends and vibrato.Example 2d:The final Angus Young lick mixes up various rhythms to give an
impression of speeding up and slowing down throughout the line. Notice that beat 4 of bar one is
simply picking down through an E minor chord, but don’t let the notes run into each other.The
timing of beat 2 in bar one may need a bit of work in isolation before adding it back into the rest
of the phrase. After using fingers one and three for bar two, play the penultimate 7th fret (A
string) note in bar three with your first finger to allow you to hit the final note on the 9th fret.
Remember to add vibrato and play the indicated finger slides.Example 2e:David Gilmour
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Daniel M. Smith, “Inside track to all the greats..... The "backstory" on all the rock greats with tabs
and online support to help your learn the "language".A little advanced at this point for me
considering my level of development, but by deconstructing the licks and taking it a little at a
time I'm slowing getting some of them under my fingers. That along with the online support and
I've got my work cut out for me for sometime. Sure some folks are more "gifted" naturally than
others, but there's no substitute for putting in the work, and as long as you're going to do that you
might as well learn it the right way the first time, rather then having to re-learn after the fact
( always harder). If this sounds like it makes sense to you, then this book is for you. A wise
investment and one that will serve you well for sometime to come.”

Mary H. Wyoming, “Super Informative. This book is almost a rock history book and a riffs book
all in one! When I was first looking through the book after it arrived, I wasn't sure I knew all the
rock guitarists it had mentioned in the table of contents (there are around 25 guitar artists listed),
but once you to the page where the artist is listed-you see which band that person was/is in. You
learn a lot about the guitarists and you get notated riffs and tablature, along with theoretical
information about what that artist is playing as well. If you want to learn more than just what your
fingers need to play, this book is for you! Plus their website has great videos as well.”

Awesome! 5 stars. This game gets the gray matter pumping. Very enjoyable. lithelilith, “The Best
Way to Learn from Classic Guitarists.. I have been playing guitar for years and I have admired a
lot of the great guitarist. The 100 Classic Rock Licks for Guitar is an amazing book that teaches
those great licks that the famous guitarist use. There is also the awesome audio of these guitar
licks to download so as to make it easier to learn them. I will continue to buy from this author
because the books are accurate and full of amazing guitar licks.”

seventeen_scnds, “Great book for learning classic licks and styles. The author covers 20 of
some of the greatest rock guitarists with a small bio and several licks in the style of their music,
along with recordings of the licks themselves. The recordings are crucial because in many cases
you can't get the feel for the guitarists style from TAB alone. The author captures their style well
without it being exactly what they played, so it really informs you about their style of play in
general.Just a great book that I go back to again and again to learn about the guitarists and how
their styles are unique to them! You can use this book in bits and pieces for years.”

Amber Stokes, “Great book that will get you going. I really have enjoyed this book. What I think it
does best is demystifies the style that a lot of my favorite players use. Before using this book I
had a hard time picking out licks and riffs from recordings, but knowing the scales and types of
licks a player uses a lot helps. After I learned the five Eric Clapton licks I was able to sit down
and put on Strange Brew by Cream and figure out most of fills and licks in the song by ear. I've



got the 100 blues licks book to and look forward to working through it. I'm a big fan and convert
of this method of learning guitar. Learning the common vocabulary of Rock/Blues/Country is
what I was missing in my playing.”

Lost Riff, “A Powerful and Extensive Library of Rock LIcks.. Like his other "100 Classic Licks"
books, Joseph Alexander has provided a quintessential set of tools to help players become
proficient in the associated genre. The licks are familiar, on point, and incredibly useful. These
licks provide a set of musical tools that can be used as is or as a springboard to the creation of
powerful and professional rock licks. This book has vastly improved my rock guitar creativity and
proficiency, and I would recommend it to any player, intermediate and above.”

Gris, “Excellent source for ideas and licks. I've been playing for years and like many guitar
players I found myself stuck at a plateau, everything started to sound the same, and I needed to
break out. This book is making an excellent tool to aid in my goals, I also think it would help a
new player build their "playing vocabulary".”

Christopher Hedley, “Great book, Great licks.. I like the idea of this book and I think that they
have done a really good job. This is a great and very reasonable list of guitarists to select. Each
guitarist is introduced with a nice one page synopsis and the documented licks are clever and
accurate. Really good!However, there are always a number of things that could make this book
a little bit better:1. Layout, headings and text could be improved to make it more readable.2. A
ring bound version would allow the book to stay flat.3. It's always a matter of personal taste and
the list of guitarists is always going to be longer than can be accommodated in any book. And
perhaps this is a separate book (!) but it would be great to see some alternative guitarists in
here, say Johnny Marr, Bernard Sumner, John McGeoch, Andy Gill, etc. I would buy this is a
heartbeat!”

BulldogUK, “Finger-lickin' good!. I've only just started working my way through this but the easily
downloaded examples of each lick certainly help to put the musical notation into context. I
reckon it will be a while before I'm up to the speed of the examples but knowing how they should
sound gives me something to aim for. In my opinion, either a relatively new learner (like me) or a
more experienced player, can get something well worthwhile from this book.”

S Robson, “Almost perfect. This is a great book with lots of additional resouces such as on line
classes, and backing tracks. I am a beginner so maybe for people like me some of the content
could be made simpler? Not a criticism just I found some parts just a little bit too hard. It is
getting easier each day as I get more used to it so looking forward to learning more songs and
techniques.”

peter b, “Good value.. Great book of licks, I'm only a beginner so this book allows me to explore



different guitarists styles without having to buy a dozen different books.The information on the
different artists and the audio is worth every penny.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Well written book. Worth buying.. Interesting well written book. Good for
research and good for it's intended purpose. With this sort of focused and very genre specific
material, it's not easy to please everybody and to go into great volumes of detail,particularly
when you consider the number of guitarists included in the book. However, the book covers all
the licks that are the signature/trade mark of the chosen guitarists, so for me, it is well worth
buying.”

The book by Joseph Alexander has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 364 people have provided feedback.
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